ONE OF OUR MOST ADVANCED LEDS. Brightest GEN III LED emitters with the highest output available on the market. A new light engine coupled with all new higher efficiency Total Internal Reflector optical technology that produces not only a brighter signal but also a much larger signal. Available with wide angle or directional optics to give the user total flexibility in light coverage for any situation.

Design Features
- Available in red, blue, amber, white or red/blue split (clear when not illuminated)
- Very powerful, yet extremely compact
- State-of-the-art electronics that allow for several light patterns from ‘strobing’ cycle flash to ‘steady burn’
- Low energy consumption: less than 0.5 Amps per module
- Long lasting with five year warranty
- Lower maintenance—no bulb replacement ever required

Specifications
- 12 Volt DC
- 21 flash patterns
- Dimensions: L 190.5mm x W 45.7mm x D 44.5mm
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